


About the Director x Creative Producer

Michael is a DGA Director and Creative Producer who made his feature film debut with the 
Lionsgate distributed film “You’re Nobody Til Somebody Kills You”, and he has directed the 

digital episodic series “Sole Kings” for BRIC TV and “Black Actress” for Issa Rae Productions. He 
wrote and directed "The Trade”, the Award-Winning film about sex trafficking, now on Amazon 
Prime. His recent directorial assignments were the pilot for “Blue Flame”, a new series about 

an all-female undercover police unit and “God Bless You” an urban drama that has gotten over 
2 Million views on Youtube. Michael got his start as an assistant director on films such as 
“Inside Man” and “Precious” as well as TV shows like “Broad City” and “Law & Order CI” 

before transitioning to writing and directing.

DIRECTOR’S REEL
LINK

http://www.boogievision.com/


SLATE

Sizzle Link: https://vimeo.com/360856187/520e0b2808

TRAFFICKED

"TAKEN" meets "SNAPPED"

SYNOPSIS:
This series features non-fiction narratives and cautionary 
tales of survivors in the world of human trafficking, the 
dark and dirty underworld where sex rules and green is 
the only color that matters. The documentary-style series 
features re-enactments, interviews with friends and 
family members of the accused and victims, law-
enforcement officials, attorneys and other people with 
first-hand knowledge of the cases and the world.

https://vimeo.com/360856187/520e0b2808


SLATE

Sizzle Link:  https://vimeo.com/422934420

Blue Flame

LOGLINE:
When an undercover female POLICE officer gets in over her head, a 
special all-female undercover unit is created to get her out alive.

SYNOPSIS:
Do women make better cops? Captain Steve Esposito, commander at 
Newark’s toughest precinct is testing the theory. When an undercover 
female officer gets embroiled in a dangerous undercover case, Esposito 
assembles a group of female officers that have special skills, a no-
nonsense attitude, and some disciplinary problems to intervene. 

Working together as a cohesive unit, they will have to bend the law to 
navigate this chaotic world and seek justice in a flawed system. The 
responsibilities of life on the force take a toll on the officers, as they 
struggle to balance their personal lives with the strains of the job. 

Follow these four strong women as they learn to work together and put 
their personal feelings aside to save a colleague. The show exposes 
cracks in law enforcement, government bureaucracy, the school system 
and the media.     Buckle up for this wild ride!

https://vimeo.com/422934420


SLATELOGLINE:
Frustrated by the state of the world, Marcus and Naomi set out to 
build a black utopia with Blackville.  A mystical and magical place 
where black people can finally call home and where things are not 
what they seem.

SYNOPSIS:
After another unarmed black man is shot by the police, a real 
estate agent Marcus and his fiancé’ and recent law school grad 
Naomi, decide to follow the tradition of the mystical Tulsa town 
Black Wall Street and establish an all black community called 
Blackville. After coming across a dilapidated housing complex in 
south Atlanta, Marcus and Naomi, With the help of a few  
friends embark on a journey to build a safe place for black 
people to live, work and excel, - but building a black utopia 
proves to be more challenging than they anticipated. Blackville 
is a black comedy that uses irony, self-deprecation, brutal 
honesty, social insight and humor to highlight issues of race, 
class and the state of black folks in America.

BLACK-TOPIA



SLATEBlackfamous

A formally famous black comedian from a hit 
90’s sitcom working a 9-5 job as a school 
janitor goes viral for on the social media. 
After being clowned for his failed career and 
new career choice, Brian decides to get his 
comedy and acting career back on track. He 
reconnects with old comedy friends and his 
ex-manager in an effort to resurrected his 
career. He soon discovers that the business 
of entertainment has drastically changed.

This is also a show within a show as we 
occasionally flash back to the Hit 90’s TV 
show that made Brian “Blackfamous” in the 
first place. 



SLATE

Sizzle Link:  https://vimeo.com/448023493

The Trade

LOGLINE:
A handful of disparate people's lives intertwine as they play their respective 
parts in this dark and dirty underworld where sex rules and green is the only 
color that matters.

SYNOPSIS:
The Trade follows the lives of an award-winning photojournalist, a young 
prostitute, a women’s crisis counselor, two vice cops and a flamboyant pimp as 
their respective lives intersect and their destinies intertwine. Similar to HBO’s 
True Detective, FX's Original series American Horror Story and Fargo which all 
use an anthology format, each season's location and selected cast members 
change In addition to the storylines and plot points, keeping the series and 
premise fresh and unpredictable.

THROUGH-LINE: re·demp·tion: the action of saving or being saved from sin, 
error, or evil. Atonement for guilt. Every character  seeks  redemption on some 
level, fighting his/her own war for survival in a world that seeks to destroy hope, 
love and humanity.

http://goog_1500124331/
https://vimeo.com/448023493


SLATE

Sizzle Link: https://vimeo.com/382702601

SOLE KINGS

LOGLINE: All is fair in love and war in a world where kicks rule and it’s 
all about the exclusives. The sneaker world will never be the same.

Welcome to “SOLE KINGS” the world where kicks rule. 
Meet Jason Styles, sneaker aficionado, influencer, collector and guru 
of all things kicks. After getting laid off from one of the biggest 
sneaker brands in the world. Jason moves back to his hometown, 
teams up with his best friend Derrick, opens up his own sneaker shop 
and prepares to pursue his brain-child, Kicks-Con, an annual sneaker 
showcase event. Flex, the owner of a rival sneaker consignment shop 
feels Jason is trying to muscle in on his business and 
connections. While exploring sneaker culture, music and fashion each 
episode will touch on various elements of sneaker culture and the 
multi-layered lives of sneaker lovers, sneaker enthusiast, sneaker 
addicts, the people who love them and the world they live in, all in 
hopes to become the ultimate “Sole King”.



SLATE

“I AM A MAN” is a half hour  Anthology series 
that follows black men as they confront their 
respective issues in life, manhood and 
pathways to healing. From love, incarceration, 
violence, politics and suicide to God, each 
episode stands alone with a new challenge, and 
a different black man, with the added caveat 
being one actor portraying all the characters.

At its core “I AM A MAN”  explores black 
manhood and touches on the challenges, 
pressures and complexities in redefining black 
manhood in a world where he is both feared 
and endangered.

LINK:  https://vimeo.com/568658205/7b306dfa89

https://vimeo.com/568658205/7b306dfa89


SLATE

INSTAFAME

LOGLINE: The world is a stage where you’re the star and anyone 
can be famous. But there’s fame and then there’s - INSTAFAME.

SYNOPSIS:
A place where everyone isn’t just chasing fame, but InstaFame. 
Meet some of social media’s biggest influencers and insta-
Celebrities as we follow (Pun intended) these comedians, 
artists, insta-models and fashionista’s as they juggle trying to stay 
relevant, live the fabulous life and gain more followers, all while 
living in the REAL world. It’s not just likes, it’s a lifestyle.

POV: Using some of Social Media’s hottest comedians, fashion 
tastemakers, bloggers and artists we utilize their following and 
build on it. Using real life and scripted content we follow this cast 
of misfits as they get into comedic and often times ridiculous 
situations throughout the season. These two worlds often overlap 
as their social media persona prove to be both a gift and a curse.



SLATE



SLATE

Dakota Grey

LOGLINE:
Two stone cold killers meet their maker at the 
manicured hands of an unlikely foe. Nothing like a 
woman scored.

SYNOSPSIS:
This crime thriller is infested with killers, criminals, 
crooked cops and sexy women. Some searching for 
vengeance, some for redemption and others for both. 
The story opens with Stanley and Virgil two longtime 
friends and hit men. Virgil is the younger of the two 
and idolizes Stanley and his iconic status as a 
successful hit man. Stanley thinks he’s found true love 
when a young woman by the name Dakota Grey 
comes into his life. His life which was once simple 
becomes complicated and confusing as he’s 
confronted with feelings that are unfamiliar to him. 
The longtime partners are forced to choose sides 
when Remy comes into their lives changing it forever. 
Love can be not only painful, but deadly.



SLATE

gods x kingz

LOGLINE
A young boy calls on a higher power to effect change 
in his neighborhood, changing the lives of the people 
around him forever.

SYNOPSIS:
Meet David Alexander, a young boy who has an 
unspeakable power.  The power to touch the very 
heart of men.  A power that could only have come 
from above. While he’s still in his mother’s belly on 
the day of his father’s murder, his father lays hands 
on her belly saying a prayer proclaiming a blessing on 
his life . We soon find out that David is protected and 
possess some type of supernatural spiritual power as 
he sets out to change the neighborhood and the 
people in it. His father’s old partner in crime King 
Tyree is running a crew of young teenagers whom 
David is set on liberating along with a legion of black 
and brown boys  as the end of the film culminates. 



SLATE

YOU’RE NOBODY TIL SOMEBODY KILLS YOU – 2

LOGLINE: 
A copycat killer plans to continue a bloodbath started 
by a crazed serial killer in the Lionsgate distributed 
Hitchcockian thriller, killing one rapper at a time.

SYNOPSIS
“You’re Nobody ‘til Somebody Kills You” 2 – The Next 
Generation is a sequel to the original film, an action-
packed and gritty tale that follows the story of a 
copycat killer targeting some of Hip Hop’s hottest rap 
stars.  When hot, new You Tube rapper Young Reck
is murdered, the killer leaves behind a note 
reminiscent of the previous murderer.

“Hip Hop Slayer” murders veteran Detective David 
Preston and his longtime partner Josiah Walker go 
deep in to the flashy and often dangerous world of 
Hip Hop to catch the killer before the body count 
rises.  As the world of Hip Hop has always been 
obsessed with mortality, violence and murder, this 
saga unfolds in a most grisly and gruesome manner, 
leaving us to wonder, who will be next?



SLATE

Sizzle Link: https://vimeo.com/360856187/520e0b2808

TRAFFICKED

"TAKEN" meets "SNAPPED"

SYNOPSIS:
This series features non-fiction narratives and cautionary 
tales of survivors in the world of human trafficking, the 
dark and dirty underworld where sex rules and green is 
the only color that matters. The documentary-style series 
features re-enactments, interviews with friends and 
family members of the accused and victims, law-
enforcement officials, attorneys and other people with 
first-hand knowledge of the cases and the world.

https://vimeo.com/360856187/520e0b2808


SLATE

TRAFFICKED

"TAKEN" meets "SNAPPED"

SYNOPSIS:
This series features non-fiction narratives and 
cautionary tales of survivors in the world of 
human trafficking, the dark and dirty underworld 
where sex rules and green is the only color that 
matters. The documentary-style series features 
re-enactments, interviews with friends and 
family members of the accused and victims, 
law-enforcement officials, attorneys and other 
people with first-hand knowledge of the cases 
and the world.

Sizzle Link: https://vimeo.com/423849896/0d6ad0ecea



SOLE QUEENS

LOGLINE: All is fair in love and war in a place 
where kicks rule and women run the world. It’s not 
just kicks, it’s a lifestyle. The sneaker world will 
never be the same. Welcome to “SOLE QUEENS”.

SYNOPSIS:
Each week we document the personal and 
professional lives of some of sneaker cultures 
biggest female influencers, collectors, designers and 
fanatics as they work to be major players in the 
billion dollar sneaker game.  The game isn’t for the 
faint of heart and in this cutthroat world where 
competition, drama and challenges in and outside 
the culture is a usual occurrence. The life of a 
female sneakerhead proves not to be as easy or 
glamorous as it seems as they all try to hold it 
together and make a name for themselves and 
prove, once and for all, that It’s not a boys club 
anymore.

https://vimeo.com/359773611/d1dc432253



WRITER 
x

CREATIVE 
PRODUCER

“Blue Flame”  (Scripted Drama)  
“The Trade”  (Scripted Drama) 
”Sole Kings”   (1/2 Hour Scripted Comedy)
“Blackville” (1/2 Hour Scripted Dramedy)
“InstaFame”  (1/2 Scripted Comedy)
“Dakota Grey”  (Feature Film)
“BlkBoyFly”   (Feature Film)
“You’re Nobody …– 2” (Feature Film)
“Trafficked” (Unscripted Docu-Series)
“Sole Queens” (Unscripted Docu-Series)

v Full Decks available Upon Request



CREATIVE 
STATEMENT

Telling stories has always been a passion of mine 
growing up in Brooklyn as a kid. Growing up in a large 
family there was always a storyline unfolding and an 
array of distinct and colorful characters. It gave me a 
unique perspective and exposed me to the subtle 
nuances of different people and personalities. Stories 
have a unique ability to build connections and that’s 
where my love of telling stories began as it was both 
liberating and powerful to me. Liberating in how it 
helped me to make sense of a world I didn’t understand 
as a kid and powerful in how stories had the ability to 
stir emotions in my soul. Creating is my superpower and 
telling stories is my weapon of choice.




